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Abstract
In the Present scenario of the worldwide environment, Internet of Things (IoT) is
become wide reaching network in vehicular self regulating organizational establish
needed parts. Combination of different intelligent vehicles authorize spectrum based
promising applications and also it is still difficult to realize because of their
characteristics relates to inborn and define unexpected challenges in different
communication systems like privacy and security. So that it is necessary to develop an
efficient approach/method to provide solution from integrated intelligent vehicle systems
because of increasing wireless medium, mobility, vehicle data faults in IoT systems. At
this level of paper, we put forward and come about Promote Liability empathy and alter
Approach based on Bayesian Network model which is used to traverse pertaining to
points to vehicle data for real time fault recognition and modification. We also use
calculation method to identify best fault identification based on threshold. Experimental
results of proposed approach give efficient fault identification and modification with
respect to traditionally accessible procedure.
Keywords: Automatic vehicles, Internet of Things, Automotive communication system,
liability identification and modification, Bayesian network communication model.

1. Introduction
With the quick executions process of Internet of Things (IoT) over different kinds of
things which need to interacted with worldwide by 2020. Based on sensed information
taken from specific persons monitor and ambient outside environment. Intelligent vehicles
with sensory capabilities and communication with other vehicles perform different
advanced functions to implement automatic actions in [1-7]. Because of remarkable
implementation of vehicular and wearable technologies, intelligent vehicles are extracted
independently. Integrating intelligent vehicles interactively promising different urban
related applications environments. To improve advance driver assistance systems field in
automobile technology, which can be take the advantage of potential wearable intelligent
systems developed by several automobile manufacture applications.
However increasing the integrating intelligent vehicle system faces different variety of
unproductive challenges and emerging technologies developed by internet of things
applications developed by wide area networks. Because of intrinsic characteristics in wide
range of networks, IoT can’t apply directly on vehicle communication systems.
Communication systems describe heterogeneous traffic patterns with different Quality of
service (QoS) parameters long with different wearable and vehicle devices generated from
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different Wide range long networks. Specifically, mobility of different human beings
describe dynamic structure of network which describes the flexibility and reliability.
Because of wireless network communication systems, various vehicle and wearable
technologies increased respectfully.
Based on existing literature, its mainly focus on application development of vehicle
and wearable vehicle technologies. There are different types approaches/achievements are
applied to identify faults of different connected vehicles present in integrated vehicle
system described in [6][7]. Current research behind this concept, different researchers
mainly focus and diagnoses abnormal vehicle which consider communication aspect with
respect to loss of communication. So that in this paper we propose and develop Advanced
Fault Detection and Modified Approach (AFDMA) based on Bayesian Network model
which is used to explore spatial vehicle data for real time fault identification and
modification. We also use calculation method to identify best fault identification based on
threshold. Using this fault detection and modification system for different communicated
vehicles with high accuracy in classification of fault related vehicles based on previous
communication of each vehicle present in wearable technologies. Main contribution of
proposed approach as follows:
In this proposed approach, implement Bayesian Network model to explore vehicle
information based on index of each vehicles, implement threshold based fault detection
procedure for estimate the true or false positions of vehicles. To perform these
representations, in this approach, first implement pre-processing step (training application
with different vehicles with their positions) to improve quality of service parameter
sequences present in Bayesian network model. Compare test results of proposed approach
with traditionally approaches with respect to minimize faults and attack sequences in
distributed vehicular ad hoc networks

2. Different Promising Characteristics of WeVe
Figure 1 portrays the situation of WeVe in urban conditions. Brilliant wearables (e.g.,
smartglasses, ECG, savvy, movement sensor) regularly screen the physiological data of
the client (either drivers or on the other hand travelers in vehicles or walkers on the lanes)
to give medicinal services administrations discussed in [8-13]. Other than the wearable
sensors, savvy vehicles are prepared with a large number of car installed sensors (e.g.,
front light range sensor, reflect sensor, transmission sensor, fuel level sensor), which are
interconnected to screen the status of the vehicle.

Figure 1 Description of WeVe urban environment for different vehicle
communications.
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On the road, vehicles are associated with different vehicles, the Internet, roadside units
(RSUs), and people on foot. WeVe empowers vehicular advances to be more mindful of
drivers and travelers. By methodically joining the correspondence advances created for
savvy wearable and keen vehicles, WeVe is imagined to have the option to naturally
incorporate what's more, deal with the exhaustive information going from vehicle data,
traffic data, and ecological data, to driver and traveler data, in order to give more
accommodation and further encourage our day by day life.

3. Existing Problem
In this section, we describe the basic formation of problem with respect to fault
identification and modification procedure for communicated vehicles to formalize
description Bayesian network model to perform learning process for different vehicle
information
. 3.1 Formation of Problem
Assume that there are N sensors are utilized to screen N files of a Vehicle and report
the perception esteems once per schedule opening . We use fkt to indicate the perception
of kth sensor and gk,t to mean the real estimation of the kth observed record at time t. The
issue recognition is to identify all sensors defective perceptions that are unique in relation
to the real estimations of the observed lists and fixing issue is to revamp the defective
tactile readings of checked records by the evaluated qualities dependent on comparing
sensor readings in [14][15]. To assess the presentation of the proposed issue recognition
and fixing plan, we characterize four measurements:
1) deficiency location rate α: it is the extent of short comings that are effectively
recognized.
2) False caution rate β: it is the extent of right information that are erroneously
analyzed as short comings
3) Right deficiency fixing rate γ: it is the extent of issues that are effectively fixed.
4) back deficiency rate σ: it is the extent of issues (counting the two blames that are not
effectively fixed and right information that are inaccurately analyzed and fixed as issues)
after the shortcoming location and fixing process.
3.2. Fault identification Procedure based on Bayesian Network Model
The dynamic Bayesian system [1] is a successive augmentation of Bayesian
system, which joins the fleeting connection between nearby time cuts and the causal
relationship in a similar time cut, at that point makes dynamic investigation by
quantitative thinking described in [16][17]. The dbn Model essentially contains shrouded
state factors that speak to reality conditions of the frame work and watched sate factors
that speak to reality conditions of the frame work and watched states factors that speak to
the estimations of reality states with the supposition that the DBN fulfills the primary
request Markov condition .The DBN can’t be viewed as an all –encompassing model
Bayesian system in time arrangement if these two presumptions are not fulfilled

Figure 2 Basic representation of Bayesian network model with communicated
vehicles.
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The DBN can be characterized as a tuple (B0,B→), where B0 speaks to the
underlying system structure of the model, B→ is the DBN move system structure in [17].
We formalize a dynamic Bayesian system model appeared in Fig. 2 to depict the checking
procedure of associated vehicles during T time cuts, where Xt1,Xt2, • ,XtN (1 ≤ t ≤ T)
speak to the real estimations of N observed records at time t, and Yt1, Yt2, • , YtN speak
to the relating tangible readings. We use Xt to mean the vector (Xt1, • •XtN ) and Yt to
signify (Yt1, • YtN ).
3.2 Fault Identification and Modification for Connected Vehicles
This section describes the basic representation of vehicle communication, Figure 3
describes representation implementation procedure with respect to different types vehicle
communication to monitoring vehicle speed and location based on index values.

Figure 3: Basic representation of controlling and detection of different vehicles in
distributed ad hoc networks.
Fig. 3 demonstrates the system engineering of our observing for vehicle's files like
speed and area and it also represents architecture with modules. The continuous traffic
information are transmitted by interchanges between vehicle to Internet, vehicle to
vehicle, vehicle to individual and vehicle to street foundation to understand the successful
use of vehicle characteristic data, static and dynamic data on the system stage, adequately
screen vehicle running status and give far reaching administration to vehicles in [12][15].
Vehicles can't just gather information of their own driving status through GPS, RFID and
savvy detecting gadgets, yet additionally gather pertinent information from neighboring
vehicles. The unwavering quality of vehicle information is significant in light of the fact
that inconsistent data may cause genuine outcomes. So deficiency recognition and fixing
are fundamental before these information are utilized for data catch.
3.3 Learning of parameter and structure based on Bayesian Network Model
For efficient fault identification and modification using the Bayesian network model,
pre-condition and architecture implementation of dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) [910] which is performed based on trained data available in different simulated vehicle
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information. Basically it is not possible to explore actual vehicle information with
monitoring indexes; we explore the data generated from sensor reading present in trained
data.
3.4 Procedure Used for DBN
Basic structure procedure is obtain from Bayesian network structure G which consists
trained data Z, in this Particle swarm optimization (PSO) for proposed Bayesian network
structure representation shown in algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Particle swarm optimization procedure to handle structure learning
of network
Input : The Initial structure G0 of DBN
Output : The optimal Structure G9 of DBN.
Initialize V0, M0 , r1 , r2 , c1 , c2 and w ;
for t =0 to k do
for i = 1 to N do
for j = N +1 to 2N do
Vi+1 = wvi + c1r1(Gp –M t) + c2 r2 (G9 – M t);
M t+1 =M t + Vi+1 ;
End for
End for
For i= N +1 2N do
For j= i to 2N do
Vi+1 = wvi + c1r1(Gp –M t) + c2 r2 (G9 – M t);
M t+1 =M t + Vi+1 ;
End for
End for
If score (Gt+1) < score (Gp) then
Gp = G t + 1 ;
End if
If score (Gt+1) < score (Gg) then
Gg = G t + 1 ;
End if
End for
Return Gg ;
To develop this implementation for accessing information from different vehicles with
two following matrixes i.e. adjacency matrix, and position matrix of Bayesian network
structure. Describe the velocity matrix V calculated as , if directed connection from edges
I to j and added to Bayesian network model. Based on PSO calculation applied on adges
velocity matrix to be calculated based on following equations
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Vk 1  wVk  c1r1 G p  M k   c2r2 G g  M k 

where Gp is the nearby ideal structure, Gg is the worldwide ideal structure, r1 and r2
are arbitrary numbers between 0 also, 1, c1 and c2 are learning factors, ω is the inactivity
weight used to control the speed of the past cycle sway on the present speed. We select
the structure Ge′ k which has the littlest score, at that point update Gp by Ge ′ k if
score(Ge′ k ) is not exactly the score of current nearby ideal Gp, and comparatively
update Gg by Ge′ k if score(Ge′ k ) is not exactly the score of current worldwide ideal
Gg. At last, we select the worldwide ideal Gg as the last learning structure of the dynamic
Bayesian system.
3.5 Threshold based Fault identification and Modification
To decide a sensor perusing Yti is a deficiency or not, we should get the real worth Xti
of the ith list at time t which is unrealistic. On the other hand, we analyze blames by
assessing a genuine worth Hti for Xti utilizing the dynamic Bayesian system model. There
are two kinds of flaw identification of vehicles, the first is the constant issue
identification, which is to analyze Yt at the present time t by the history sensor perusing
Y1, Yt−1, the other is the non ongoing shortcoming discovery, which is to analyze Yt
sooner or later t by the sensor readings Y1, • , Yt, • , YT . For flaw discovery of
associated vehicles, we initially compute the likelihood P(Xti|Y1, • , YT ) for every
conceivable estimation of Xti, and afterward select a worth xti which can amplify the
likelihood P(Xti|Y1, • , YT ) as the assessed worth Hti for Xti . Given an threshold edge is
δ, if the deviation of the Hti and Yti is more prominent than δ, composed as |Hti − Yti| >
δ, we analyze the sensor perusing Yti as a flaw, and reconstructed Yti as Hti, generally
Yti is resolved as a right perception. In the accompanying, we will give detail process for
flaw recognition and fixing in light of the figuring’s of assessed estimation of Xti which
can expand P(Xti|Y1, • , YT ),

4. Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we describe the experimental results of proposed approach in terms of
fault identification and modification with traditional available approaches.

Figure 4 Produced vehicle data from simulated vehicle in wireless vehicular
networks.
Data set Description: Simulated Vehicle data taken from different .mdf formatted
source urls with different scenarios which are developed in wearable vehicle technologies
used in wireless network communication.
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To lead the analyses, we set up a gathering of running information on the turnpike in
Xi'an with a Focus vehicle. We begin from the Xidian University, at that point go to the
freeway of Xi'an following by the LianHuo freeway, and leave the turnpike from the
Huayin tollgate which is acclaimed with the Hua mountain. Our direction is set apart on
the guide in Fig. 4. During this procedure, we utilize the ELM327 demonstrative
hardware what's more, the product called Scan Master to get the vehicle information from
the OBD interface including speed, rotational speed, temperature, etc. Furthermore, we
utilize a synchronous cell phone with GPS to acquire vehicle GPS information. Prior to
the examination, we originally set the season of the Scan Master and the cell phone to the
intranet system time to guarantee that they can acquire the comparing information
simultaneously. Here, we just spotlight on three characteristics: speed, rotational speed,
and GPS.

5. Results
Experimental results of proposed approach with respect to storage of integrated vehicle
data with indexes show in figure 5.

Figure 5 Performance of proposed approach at different index data storages
Figure 5 presents the performance of proposed approach with respect to RSU generated
data with delegation and without delegation at different indexes in wireless vehicular ad
hoc network communications.

Figure 6 Performance of proposed approach with respect to vehicles processing.
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Figure 6 shows the performance of different vehicles at different policy attribute levels
with processing of vehicles at different conditions reliable in wireless ad hoc networks.
Fault identification rate with traditional approaches in terms of speed of vehicle data in
wireless vehicle communication.

Figure 7 Fault identification based on vehicle speed at different locations

Figure 8 : Performance of fault reduction and modification for vehicles
Based on above figures, we observe that proposed approach gives better and efficient
results in terms of fault identification and modification in vehicle ad hoc networks.
Compared with traditional approach K-NN, ESTI-CS proposed approach i.e. AFDMA
gives better fault detection and modification performance in ad hoc networks.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we present and propose Advanced Fault Detection and Modified
Approach (AFDMA) based on Bayesian Network model which is used to explore spatial
vehicle data for real time fault identification and modification. We also discuss about
Bayesian network mode with particle swarm optimization to reduce and identify the faults
of vehicles in terms of tracking vehicle information and store their data. We use threshold
based algorithm to provide efficient fault detect and modification procedure based on
matrix formations. We evaluated the performance of proposed approach with respect to
good fault identification and modification at low false rate. Further improvement of
proposed approach to provide efficient solution from Sybil related attacks present in
vehicular ad hoc networks, and also describe advanced index approaches to store encrypt
data of vehicles.
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